Help Call Easy Press Jelly Switch with MPPL
Pager - Complete Kit
Code: 1005217
Price: £98.40 incl. VAT
Date: 13/06/2021
VAT Relief Eligible: Yes (£82.00 with VAT relief)
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

Part of our MPPL System
Large contact switch that requires minimal amount of pressure (usually referred to as a jelly switch)
When jelly switch button is pushed alarm signal is sent to portable pager
Complete kit, everything required for a pager alarm system
The most common use of a Help Call Jelly Switch with Transmitter is to provide an individual with the
ability to call a live-in carer, neighbour, or care home assistant, should they require help.

Jelly Switch with Transmitter
For people with poor dexterity, the jelly switch provides a means of initiating a help call for people
unable to press typical call pendant buttons
Compatible with many nurse call systems
65mm with lightweight design
Optional photograph
Switch cover can be unscrewed to allow a graphic or photo to be placed under the clear plastic
switch cover
Can aid people with cognitive problems, dementia, learning disabilities, allowing an "SOS" image or
something similar to be used
Different colours can be used for different jelly switches, useful for use in a care home with multiple
patients to prevent switches being mixed-up

MPPL Pager
The MPPL Pager is a portable alarmed pager with multiple volume settings.
Portable alarmed pager with durable, robust design and belt clip for convenience
4 volume controls (including off), allows carer to be in complete control of alarm
2 x AA batteries (included)
Low battery warning

Additional Jelly Switches & Sensors
Up to 8 jelly switches can be used with a single (or multiple) pagers
Pagers can have two different channel alarms, so two jelly switches can be identified individually
when triggered
Additional Jelly Switches can be purchased separately
Also compatible with all MPPL Parts
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How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is 1005217.

